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Introduction
In 2009, at Carnegie Hall, Lang Lang and the Juilliard Orchestra premiered Er
Huang, a work for Piano and Orchestra written by Qigang Chen that fuses Western music
with traditional Chinese musics, primarily Beijing Opera (Boosey & Hawkes 2017).
Chen is a world-renowned composer who was Director of Music for the 2008 Beijing
Olympics Opening Ceremony and has received many prestigious commissions (Boosey
& Hawkes 2017). Many have studied the multicultural aspects of works by Chen, but
little scholarly research has been done on the multicultural aspects of Er Huang. Writing
multicultural music is a challenge because it combines musical concepts from different
traditions with concepts with specific meanings to specific ears and tries to make those
concepts understandable and beautiful to people outside those traditions. Chen
communicates beauty very well through Er Huang to people of multiple cultures by
blending and overlapping different compositional traditions. The purpose of this thesis is
to identify prominent features of Er Huang that were borrowed from various traditions as
well as to determine how Chen synthesizes those traditions in a way that can be
understood by people from diverse musical backgrounds. In particular, this thesis will
foc s on he infl ence of Qigang Chen s eacher and men or, Oli ier Messiaen, and how
Chen blended that influence with his own Chinese traditions.
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Chen s M sical Backgro nd
Chen was born in 1951 in Shanghai but grew up in Beijing in a very artistic
family. His father played flute, erhu, and zheng (Chinese zither) and was the Director of
the Academy of Arts in Beijing. His mother taught piano lessons (Chen 2002). At
middle-school age, Chen began preparing for a career as a singer of Beijing Opera.
Around high-school age, Chen changed paths and began learning the clarinet (Wang
2017, 6; Flipse 1995). However, soon after beginning to learn clarinet, the Cultural
Revolution occurred, which meant that for many years Chen had to abandon his study of
Western music. He even spent some time in a reeducation camp (Flipse 1995). After the
Cultural Revolution, Chen attended the Beijing Central Conservatory and studied
Western composition under Zhongrong Luo for five years. In 1984, Chen was allowed to
study abroad, during which time he began to study with Olivier Messiaen as his last
student (Wang 2017, 9; Flipse 1995). According to Chen, Messiaen was one of the most
important influences on his work (Flipse 1995; Li 2012, 20). Since hen, Chen s m sic
has been marked by these diverse cultural and musical influences. He has referred to
himself as a Chinese ree . . . replan ed in he soil of France (Li 2012, 22).
Prior Research on Er Huang
Many authors have written on the music of Qigang Chen, primarily discussing
how he has written Western music using elements from Beijing Opera. There are two
prior studies that discuss Chen s Er Huang: Yannan Li s 2012 disser a ion, CrossC l ral S n hesis in Chen Qigang s Piano Composi ion Instants d un Op ra de P kin,
and Funa Wang s 2017 disser a ion, Beijing Opera Elemen s in Qigongs Chen s Piano
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Concer o Er H ang. Li s disser a ion is focused primarily on Instants d un Op ra de
Pékin, a solo piano piece by Chen. In an introductory chapter, Li briefly shows a
synthesis in Chen s Er Huang between the modes of the Chinese pentatonic scale and the
influence of Messiaen (2012, 19). I ill disc ss Li s obser a ions in more de ail, adding
my own observations as well, in he Harmonic Charac eris ics section of this paper.
Wang s dissertation, Beijing Opera Elemen s in Qigang Chen s Piano Concer o
Er H ang is, to date, the only piece of scholarly research focused specifically on Er
Huang. In Wang s dissertation, she introduces the music theory, instrumentation, and
practices of Beijing Opera, and examines how those ideas are applied in Er Huang. She
also provides biographical information on Chen and a brief history of the piano in China,
focusing predominantly on piano compositions that draw upon Beijing Opera traditions
(Wang 2017). Because Wang s in ended Wes ern readers are generall

nfamiliar i h

the music theory, instrumentation, and practices of Beijing Opera, she spends a
significant portion of her dissertation discussing those elements. She devotes only her
final twenty pages to comparing Beijing Opera elements to musical examples in Er
Huang. This thesis will build and expand upon her research of Chinese influences found
in Er Huang. My goal, however, is to show that certain elements that derive from Beijing
Opera and Chinese music at large can also demonstrate influences of Messiaen. Chen
brilliantly overlaps and combines these traditions that on the surface could not seem more
distant from one another.
Outline
To organize this paper, I have divided discussions of Chen s blending of
influences in Er Huang into three categories: Motivic Characteristics, Harmonic
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Characteristics, and Rh hmic Charac eris ics. In Mo i ic Charac eris ics, I ill disc ss
Chen s blend of banqiang i h Messiaen s mo i ic ransformation and recycling. In
Harmonic Charac eris ics, I ill sho Chen s blend of Messiaen s modalism i h gong
shif and he hep a onic aria ions of he Chinese pen a onic modes. In Rh hmic
Charac eris ics, I ill disc ss Chen s blend of Messiaen s rh hmic practices with ji ji
feng and banqiang.

Motivic Characteristics
Banqiang: Theme and Varia ions i h a T is

1

The motivic design of Er Huang is very tight. Nearly every motif of Er Huang is
derived from its main theme which occurs unadorned only once, in mm. 27-32. This tight
mo i ic design in Chen s Er Huang can be traced to two related concepts: banqiang from
Chinese opera and Messiaen s ideas of mo i ic ransforma ion and rec cling. In Er
Huang these two traditions coexist and overlap with one another in a way that provides
meaning to a larger musical audience.
Definitions of banqiang vary between sources but the term generally describes an
operatic style or form in which a theme is repeated with increasing ornamentation while
the tempo is slowed and the theme is augmented. It is common in Chinese opera but is
found in other genres of Chinese music as well (Jones 1989, 22). Banqiang is variously
ransla ed b

can be in erpre ed as me rical-melisma form.

2

The ban or me rical

portion of this compound word refers to banshi or banshi bianzou, a style in which a base
melody is taken through a series of tempo shifts while also being gradually augmented
with new melodic pitches interpolated (Wang 2017, 37; Thrasher 2016, 31; Hui 2016,
222). The qiang or melisma por ion of his compo nd ord refers o melisma ic

1

This is how Chen loosely described the form of Er Huang to an interviewer (Wang 2017, 37).
Wang translates it as beat/meter-singing melody (2017, 30), Lau translates it as beat-melismatic
embellishment form (2016, 59), Hui translates it beat-song (2016, 221), and Jones calls it metrical-melody
form (1989, 22).
2

5
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expansion upon a base melody (Lau 2016, 59). Together, these practices combine to
create banqiang, a style or form where a base theme is embellished and slowly
augmented while this entire evolving melodic amalgamation is directed through a set
series of tempo shifts.
The characteristics of banqiang perfectly encapsulate the overall structure of
Chen s Er Huang. Figure 1 shows the banshi (series of tempo shifts) through which the
main theme travels. This table is based upon a similar table by Wang but condensed with
a few minor alterations (2017, 39).3 These tempo shif s are one aspec of he ban in
banqiang, the other aspect being the use of augmentation which I will address in the
Rh hmic Charac eris ics sec ion of this paper. These tempo shifts give the clearest
formal delineation to Er Huang. The variations of the main theme, which I will discuss
next, bolster the formal delineations understood from these tempo shifts

3

The primary alteration is that I consider m. 171 the start of the final Man ban section whereas Wang
places it at 191. There is a large difference between the tempo of mm. 109-170 and 171, with a fermata in
between. There is virtually no difference in tempo and no section break between mm. 190 and 191.
However, the final evolution of the main theme, introduced in m. 172, is not played by the piano until m.
191.
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Table 1. Tempo Shifts in Er Huang (modified from Wang 2017, 39)
Measure Number

Formal Section in Chinese Music

mm. 1-40

Dao ban (prelude)

mm. 41-56

San ban (free tempo)

mm. 57-89

Man ban (slow tempo)

mm. 90-108

Tempo accelerates

mm. 109-170

Kuai ban (fast tempo)

mm. 171-190

Man ban (slow tempo)

mm. 191-210

Alternate start of Man ban (slow tempo)

mm. 211-234

San ban (free tempo)

Aside from the Kuai ban and final San ban section, each tempo section receives
its own unique evolution of the melody. These evolutions come from the adding an
increasing n mber of melodic embellishmen s, he qiang portion of banqiang. These
evolutions, the most prominent iterations of the main theme, are shown in Figures 2-5.
The main theme is first fully introduced by the piano in mm. 27-32. This original base
melody is made entirely of quarter notes. In measure 40, the main theme returns, this time
with a few melodic embellishments which I have circled in blue. In addition, a few longer
values have been added. Measure 90 receives more changes, primarily from a greater
variety in rhythmic values. Figure 5 shows the final evolution of the main theme which
occurs in mm. 172-190. In this climactic iteration, many notes have been added and much
of the main theme has been augmented, both identifiers of banqiang. You may notice that
as the melody evolves it is augmented irregularly. I will address this feature more in
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Rh hmic Charac eris ics. Fig re 4 also men ions Y mode, a mode ro ghl analogo s
to the minor pentatonic scale. I will address Yu mode in the Harmonic Characteristics
section of this paper.
Figure 2. Er Huang Main Theme

Figure 2: Er Huang Main Theme

Figure 3: Er Huang Main Theme

9
Figure 4: Er Huang Main Theme

Messiaen s Mo i ic Transforma ion and Rec cling
How does banqiang fit with motivic practices that Chen learned from Messiaen?
To discern Messiaen s mo i ic prac ices, le

s look a Messiaen s Lo ange

l'Immortalité de Jésus, a mo emen from his Quatuor pour la fin du temps. After that,
e ill compare Messiaen s echniq es o he melodies of Er Huang.
The musical example in Figure 6 is the first fifteen measures of the violin melody
of Lo ange l'Immor ali de J s s. The whole movement is essentially a repetition of
these measures, but with a slightly longer ending. Messiaen has a similar melodic
analysis of this work in his Technique de mon Langage Musical, on which my analysis is
loosely based (1956 2:21-22). The opening melody, shown bracketed in purple, becomes
the basis of the melody for nearly the entire movement. He first sequences down the
opening three measures. After this, he repeats various fragments, slightly altering each
one. Fragment 2 has a slightly different ending

it could be considered as truncated or

that an extra note of resolution has been added. This resolution is then repeated in what I
have labeled as Fragment 3. Fragment 1 departs the most significantly from the original
melody, but, given its place directly after a B and C# and its contour, it is clearly related.
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To my ear, it sounds like the melody simply modulates mid-phrase in measure 9. In
s mma ion, he iolin s melodic line in Lo ange l'Immor ali de J s s is made p of
fragments and variations of the original theme.
Figure 5: Messiaen s Melodic Rec cling and Transforma ion

Motivic Synthesis in Er Huang
Chen s Er Huang is similarl composed o Messiaen s Lo ange l'Immor ali
de J s s in hat both are based upon a melodic phrase that is first presented at or near the
beginning of the piece. For Chen in Er Huang, this phrase is found in mm. 27-32 (Figure
2). Where Chen and Messiaen differ is in how much of the original phrase they bring
back at a time. While Chen uses repetitions and evolutions of what I earlier labeled as
phrases 1-3, as well as smaller fragments of those phrases, Messiaen primarily uses only
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smaller fragmen s. As far as Chen s mos prominen and s r c ral i era ions of his main
theme, Figure 4 sho s he mos similari

o Messiaen s mo i ic echniq e. Fig re 4 s

firs repea of Phrase 2 sligh l al ers he melod and hen i s second repea of Phrase
2 al ers i more and r nca es i . I seems, herefore, ha e en as Chen evolves his
melody within the concept of banqiang, he uses techniques from Messiaen as well.
Throughout Er Huang, there are smaller variations and fragments of the main
theme which bear even more resemblance to the music of Messiaen. Two fragments
which show the most obvious connection are the motives starting in measure 50 and 60,
shown as Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Both these motives are used as transitional
material throughout Er Huang; I only show their first iterations as they stay virtually the
same for the remainder of the piece.4 Chen s Meas re 50 Fragmen , like Messiaen s
Fragment 1, is taken from the middle of the melody, given a new rhythm, and sequenced
o crea e ransi ional ma erial. Chen s Meas re 60 Fragmen is similar o Messiaen s
Fragment 2. Both are based upon three to four notes from the original theme, elaborated
on slightly, and then used as transitional material.

4

In between iterations of the main theme, there are guomen or instrumental interludes (Lau 2016, 58). In
Er Huang he piano seems o appro ima e he role of a ocalis in Beijing opera, singing he mos
structural iterations of the main theme, while other less-structural iterations like the ones shown in Figures
7 and 8 are given to other instruments.
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Figure 6: Measure 50 Fragment

Fig. 7 (continued)

Figure 7: Measure 60 Fragment

Overall, the main organization of Er Huang derives from banqiang. Alongside
that influence, one can also see he infl ence of Messiaen in Chen s mo i ic rec cling
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and transformation. These two influences overlap and coexist with each other within Er
Huang

Harmonic Characteristics
Messiaen s Modalism
Messiaen is well known for his modes of limited transposition, which are a set of
seven synthetic symmetrical scales used by Messiaen (Messiaen 1956, 1:58-63). The
erm limi ed ransposi ion refers o he fac ha each of hese scales, nlike he
traditional diatonic scale, can only be transposed a few times. An in-depth analysis of
these modes lies outside the aims of this paper, but it is important to know that Messiaen
used these scales frequently and in a modal fashion. 5 In this context I use modal to
mean composing using only notes from a given scalar collection (Messiaen 1956, 1:58).
While many types of music use modalism melodically, few use modalism harmonically.
Notably, Messiaen himself claimed to use the octatonic scale in a modal fashion more
than any prior composer (Messiaen 1956, 1:59). Figure 9 shows an application of
Messiaen s modalism using his scales of limited transposition in the first two pages of
Lo ange l' erni de J s s, ano her mo emen from his Quatuor pour la fin du
temps. Figure 9 was constructed by Mark Volker (2020). The notes circled in red are
chromatic pitches outside of the modes (Volker 2020).

5

For a graphic sho ing he pi ches in each of Messiaen s mode of limi ed ransposi ion see he Appendix:
Messiaen s Modes of Limi ed Transposi ion.
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Figure 8: Messiaen s Modalism (Volker 2020)

16
Fig. 9 (Continued)

These

o pages of Lo ange l' erni de J s s sho Messiaen s fideli

o

his modal technique. While Messiaen alternates between modes frequently, nearly all of
the notes in whole sections of the piece come from various modes. Within these pages,
there are only two pitches that are outside of their modes. When Messiaen decides to use
a chord that is not part of his current modal scale, his modus operandi seems to be to
simply change to a new mode and then to write all notes thereafter within that new mode.
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Bian Sheng and Gong Shift
Chen applies Messiaen s s ric approach o modalism in Er Huang, albeit without
sing Messiaen s modes of limi ed ransposi ion.6 To explain this fully, I will first
introduce two concepts from Chinese music theory: bian sheng and gong shift. Bian
sheng or changed no es refer o chroma ic hep a onic addi ions o he Chinese
pentatonic scale (Wang 2017, 21). Bian sheng are generally not structural but are instead
sed o crea e color aria ions similar o bl e no es in ja
Figure 10 reprod ces Wang s Table 3

(Li 2012, 14).

hich sho s he hree hep a onic

aria ions of he pen a onic scale in radi ional Chinese m sic (2017, 21). To Wang s
original graphic, I have added different-colored boxes to highlight how these variations
are created by four bian sheng (Wang 2017, 20). Qing Jue uses the same notes as the
Western Ionian mode, Ya Yue uses the same notes as the Western Lydian mode and Yan
Yue mirrors the Western Mixolydian mode. However, while Qing Jue and the Ionian
mode are comprised of the same pitches, because of the different functions of various
scale degrees, it would not be accurate to equate them.

6 In

two isolated occurrences of Er Huang, Chen does use the octatonic scale, though not in shifting modes
as I discuss here.
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Figure 9: Bian Sheng (Wang 2017, 21)

The second concep needed o nders and Chen s modalism in Er Huang is gong
shif . Gong shift refers to a practice where the tonic stays the same while the other
pitches of a given melody shift between various modes from other gong systems (Li
2012, 13). Figure 11 shows the modes of the C gong system. As an example of a gong
shift, a melody could begin in D shang mode (D-E-G-A-C) of the C gong system, shift to
D gong mode (D-E-F#-A-B) of the D gong system and then shift again to a mode even as
distant as D jue mode (D-F-G-Bb-C) of the Bb gong system (Li 2012, 60). The result of
these shifts is a sustained emphasis on D as tonic, while the changing notes and intervals
infuse melody or harmony with new colors.
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Figure 10: The Modes of the C Gong S s em ( Fig re 2 Li 2012, 12)

Harmonic Synthesis in Er Huang
Chen s n hesi es Messiaen s modalism, bian sheng, and gong shift for a unique
harmonic effect which is pervasive throughout the second half of Er Huang. Figure 12
shows mm. 191-193 of Er Huang. Each blue box encloses a measure or part of a measure
in which Chen strictly adheres to a mode both melodically and harmonically, which I
interpret as an influence from Messiaen.7 The fast-moving chords within each box are not
all the same they are simply chords belonging to the same mode. The single chord
circled in red has a C-sharp, which anticipates the next mode. The notes in parentheses
are the various bian sheng that Chen switches between to achieve colored variations of
the pentatonic scale.

7

There is room for various interpretations of how to name the modes of each blue box, though this shifting
modalism remains present. The first 3 boxes are less ambiguous as the bass note matches the most often
occurring sixteenth note chords. I labeled the fourth box F-sharp yu Mode due to the downbeat emphasis
of that chord, but his bo co ld be labeled ell as D gong mode beca se of the sixteenth note chords
which emphasize that triad. I labeled the fifth box G gong mode since this fits with the chord of the
downbeat and because of the prevalence of arpeggiated G triads.
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Figure 11: Modalism in Er Huang

The influence of gong shift is more subtle. While gong shift typically refers to
shifts between pentatonic modes with the same tonic, in this case, the shifts are between
scales that include D, A, and E, whether as structural notes or as bian sheng. These
quickly-shifting modes harmonize the final iteration of the main theme, which were
shown previously in Figure 4 and again in the following Figure 13. The final iteration of
the main theme begins in E yu mode, briefly modulates to F-sharp yu mode, then returns
to E yu mode.8 As shown in Figure 13 both melodic modes contain or imply D, A, and E.
Thus, while the shifts in Figure 12 are not exactly gong shifts, since they are not all shifts
to E-based modes, the persistence of D, A, and E in the changing modal collections bring
consistency

more consistency than found in shif s be een Messiaen s modes of limi ed

transposition and a consistency that evokes the Chinese concept of gong shift.

8

I analyzed this variation as modulating since Phrase 2 of every previous iteration of the main theme ends
with a penultimate scale degree 1 followed by a final scale degree b7. Following this line of reasoning the
G of m. 194 and B of 193 line up as the 3 rd and 4th to last notes of the original Phrase 2. This leaves the
remaining 16th/8th note trills on A as melodic interpolations/melismas.
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Figure 12: Modes of Measure 172 Variation

While Messiaen switches between modes of limited transposition, Chen switches
be een ransposi ions and hep a onic aria ions of he pen a onic scale. Chen s niq e
modalism synthesizes the influence of Messiaen and his Chinese background

Rhythmic Characteristics
Irregular Augmentation and Diminution, Added Values and Banqiang
Messiaen-Chinese s n heses also e end o rh hm in Er Huang. In this section,
I ill disc ss

o in par ic lar: he s n hesis of Messiaen s se of irreg lar a gmen a ion

and added values with banqiang and he s n hesis of Beijing Opera s luogu dianzi with
Messiaen s rh hmic con ras .
In Rh hmic Techniq e and S mbolism in he M sic of Oli ier Messiaen,
Robert Sherlaw-Johnson lis s Messiaen s mos impor an rh hmic fea res as added
values, irregular augmentations and diminutions, and non-retrogradable (palindromic)
rh hms (1998, 122). Messiaen sed hese rh hmic echniq es
values and irregular augmentations and diminutions

especially added

to undermine a steady pulse in

music and to create the rhythmic illusion of timelessness (Sherlaw-Johnson 1998, 136).
He typically starts with simple rhythms and then develops them using these techniques to
the point that he

achie e a sense of freedom i ho

losing rh hmic shape (Sherla -

Johnson 1998, 124). I will focus on two elements from Sherlaw-Johnson s list of
Messiaen s mos impor an rh hmic fea res, : added values and irregular
augmentations and diminutions.
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Messiaen discusses added values and irregular augmentations in his 1956 work,
The Techniq e of M M sical Lang age. He sa s, Wha is an added al e? I is a
short value, added to any rhythm whatsoever, whether by a note, or by a rest, or by a
dot (1956, 1:16). These notes, rests, and dots are not always progressively added to a
rhythm

rather, they frequently appear with added values already. Messiaen continues,

in practice one will rarely hear the simple rhythm before addition of the added value; the
rhythmic pattern will almost always be immediately provided with the added value
(1956, 1:16). Figure 14 shows a few rhythms with added values based upon examples 7-9
from Messiaen s rea ise (1956, 2:1). The + signs show the additions to each measure.
In parentheses, I placed what the original time signatures would have been. In each of
these examples, the added values disrupt those time signatures. However, according to
Messiaen s definition above and what will be seen later on in Figure 16, added values can
exist within conventional meters.
Figure 13: Added Values

Messiaen s se of do s and ies for augmentation creates an overlap between
added values and irregular augmentations. Figure 15 is based upon Messiaen s e amples
20 and 24 (1956, 2:3). In Figure 15 no. 1, the original rhythm, bracketed in black, is
given four different augmentations that are each labeled with a different color. For the
purpose of this paper, the blue and yellow augmentations are of more importance. The
blue bracket shows a doubling of the original rhythm, but a dot has been added o he
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second note. The yellow bracket has one note doubled while the other is quadrupled, an
irregular augmentation. Figure 15 no. 2 shows augmentation by adding one fourth of each
no e s al e o i self. This is echnicall a gmen a ion b five fourths but would be heard
as essentially small additions to each note. Figure 15 no. 3 shows what Messiaen calls,
a gmen a ion b

addi ion of he do : it is simultaneously an irregular augmentation

while also an example of added values. Figure 15 no. 3 is also notable as some of the
rhythm remains unchanged while parts of it are lengthened.
Figure 14: Irregular/Inexact Augmentation

Before examining these concepts within Er Huang and their mixture with
banqiang, I will first show these concep s i hin con e

of Messiaen s m sic,

specifically some of his early music in conventional time signatures. Figure 16 shows the
melody of Lo ange l'Immor ali de J s s,

hich as discussed earlier in reference

to motivic recycling. Mm. 7 and 8 of Figure 16 sho Messiaen s a gmen a ion of he
rhythm which I placed in a black bracket.9 The augmentation in the red bracket is
straightforward: the first note is doubled in value while the second stays the same in
value. The augmentation in the blue bracket is more complex. The first note is doubled
while the second is halved and then tied to the first of triplet eighths, resulting in a

9

Beat 1 of m. 7 through beat 1 of m. 8 is a palindromic rhythm.
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doubled value followed by a diminution of five sixths. The rhythm of the blue bracket
creates a complex syncopation. The difference between the blue and red brackets
because of how the second value is handled

is one sixth of a beat. Messiaen s se of

irregular augmentation here obscures the meter, especially at this incredibly slow tempo.
I identified what could be interpreted as added values in mm. 1, 4 and, 9 of Figure
16 i h + signs and pper neighbor no es circled in green. If the tied C-sharp and upper
neighbor F-sharp were removed from m. 1 (as well as its transposition in m. 4), those
measures could have been written as four beats of duple division. Instead, Messiaen
obscures time by adding the tied C-sharp and upper neighbor F-sharp. To accommodate
these added values within the measure, Messiaen switches the final 2 beats of m. 1 (and
m. 4) to triple division. Measure 9 could have had four beats of duple division as well,
had he no es i h + signs o er hem been removed. Again, through a use of ties and a
switch to triple division, Messiaen obscures time. Overall, in Figure 16 we see what
Sherlaw-Johnson called, a sense of freedom i ho

losing rh hmic shape (1998, 124).
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Figure 15: Added Val es and Irreg lar A gmen a ions in Lo ange
l'Immor ali de J s s

In Er Huang, Chen combines Messiaen s concep s of added al es as ell as
irregular augmentations and diminutions with banqiang. Jones, who translates banqiang
as metrical-melody form, says,

Me rical-melod form

ses a mo her-piece of fi ed-

beat count for strict variations . . . in which time-values are successively doubled and
q adr pled as more ornamen s are added and he empo re arded (1989, 22). A
component of banqiang hen is i s s ric a gmen a ion of an original heme. Chen
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augments his main theme but instead of strictly, as would be typical for banqiang, he
does so irregularly, a Messiaen-Chinese synthesis.
Figure 17 sho s he mo her-piece ha is he firs i era ion of he main theme,
as well as its two variations The Measure 60 Fragment is a short solo during a transitional
interlude that I incl ded beca se of i s close similari

o Messiaen s melod for

Lo ange l'Immor ali de J s s in Figure 16 above. It switches between duple and
triple divisions and has augmentations created by the additions of dots and ties or
augmentation by fractional values. Some of the note values are the same as the original
theme while others are augmented. The Measure 60 Fragment stays within a metrical
framework but is rhythmically obscured and syncopated by its irregular augmentations.
The changes between the original main theme and its final iteration, the Measure
172 Variation, show a synthesis of banqiang i h Messiaen s irreg lar a gmen a ion.
According to Jones definition of banqiang, one should expect the Measure 172 Variation
to be cleanly doubled or quadrupled in length; while it is still augmented, paying homage
to banqiang, it is instead augmented irregularly in the style of Messiaen. Some of the
notes maintain their original durations, some are tripled in length, and some are
augmented by the addition of a dot. However, by shortening a few of the notes and with
melodic interpolations, Chen keeps the Measure 172 Variation rhythmically grounded.
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Figure 16: Er Huang Theme Developments

Messiaen s Rh hmic Con ras
Another charac eris ic of Messiaen s rh hmic practices is his use of contrasting
durations, both horizontally and vertically. By horizontal contrasts I refer to contrasts
throughout a piece between sections of rhythmic activity against sections of rhythmic
inactivity. By vertical contrasts I refer to contrasts within a section between rhythmic
activity at small subdivisions against long durations of one or more beats.
Sherlaw-Johnson mentions the contrast of horizontal durations in the context of
silence alternating with rhythmic activity (1998, 135-136). Timothy Cochran, in his
ar icle i led,

The Pebble in he Wa er: Messiaen, Deb ss and he Meaning of

Rh hmic Con ras , also disc sses horizontal rhythmic contrast through the metaphor of
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a stone hitting water (2014). Cochran explains this metaphor as a emporal e en . . . of
rh hmic ac i i

[ hich] shocks he emp

ime of long d ra ion al es (511). Whe her

silence is contrasted with movement as Sherlaw-Johnson posits, or a long duration is
contrasted with shorter durations, the principle is ro ghl

he same: he e pressi e

rajec or from calm o shock in no abl differen rh hmic con e s (Cochran 2014,
514).
Lo ange l' erni de J s s from Messiaen s Quatuor pour la fin du temps
shows a vertical contrast of durations, a contrast within a section between rhythmic
activity at small subdivisions against long durations of one or more beats. Figure 18
shows the first two lines of Lo ange l' erni de J s s. Notice the contrast in mm. 3,
5, and 6 between the quarter notes and half notes of the violin against the sixteenth notes
of the piano.

Figure 17: Hori on al Con ras in Lo ange l' erni de J s s
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Figure 19 shows the piano and violin lines of mm. 169-175 of Er Huang. Measure
169 is marked by thirty-second note patterns that contrast strongly with the following two
chords of long durations in mm. 170-171. Because these chords are struck on the piano
and not held by the orchestra, the chords fade quickly, leaving near silence. Thus, mm.
169-171 sho an infl ence of Messiaen s hori on al rh hmic con ras . After these
chords, the climax of Er Huang begins. The new lento tempo is anchored by a return of
the main theme on the violin in its largest augmentation. In mm. 173-175, the iolin s
lento theme contrasts vertically i h he piano s rapid thirty-second note sextuplet
figures. While this vertical contrast is more extreme than in the previous example of
Messiaen, it still suggests his influence.
Figure 18: Rhythmic Contrast

Fig. 19 (Continued)

Luogu Dianzi and Rhythmic Contrast
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The drama ic backbone of m ch of he m sic of Beijing Opera is a se of o er
one hundred signifying rhythmic patterns (Rao 2007). These signifying rhythmic patterns
are collectively known as luogu dianzi, or percussion classics. Each pattern is signifying
in that it connotes a specific mood or setting. In a similar way, minor keys in Western
m sic are of en ho gh of as signif ing sadness. One specific luogu dianzi, ji-ji-feng,
is used throughout the second half of Er Huang as a slow build-up from m. 94 to the
beginning of the climax in m. 171.
Ji-ji-feng ransla es li erall

o has

ind and is a grad all accelerating

accumulation of notes which generally signify a has , r shed or in ense ambience
(Rao 2007, 515). According to Rao, Chen used this luogu dianzi for his climax to Poème
Lyrique II (2007, 517). Figure 20 is a duplication of Rao s Fig re 3 and, sing selec ed
meas res, sho s Chen s acc m la ion of increasing rh hmic ac i i

in Poème Lyrique

II (Rao 2007, 518). Notice especially the prevalence of sixteenth note quintuplets and
sextuplets. Figure 21 is a d plica ion of Rao s Figure 4 and shows a use of ji-ji-feng in Yi
Chen s Symphony No. 2 (Rao 2007, 521).10 Notice again the prevalence of sixteenth note
sextuplets as well as accented sixteenth note triplets.

10

Yi Chen is of no relation to Qigang Chen.
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Figure 19: Ji-ji-feng in selec ed meas res of Chen s Po me L riq e II (Rao 2007, 518)
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Figure 20: Ji-ji-feng in Yi Chen s S mphon No. 2 (Rao 2007, 521)

Figure 22 shows a collection of excerpted measures between the span of m. 94
and m. 172.11 These excerpts show a gradual accumulation of rhythmic activity and
intensity. Thirty-second note sextuplets and triplets are used with increasing frequency.
The number of notes accented increases. During this portion of the piece the tempo
accelerates until it reaches the Kuai ban section in m. 109, he fas es

empo shif

section of the piece. Together, these aspects show that Chen uses ji-ji-feng in Er Huang.
In m. 170, the ji-ji-feng rhythms end abruptly. As shown in Figure 19, this horizontal

11

The first excerpted measures of Figure 22 show mm. 95-98. Measure 94 has a rehearsal mark and has the
marking slightly agitated and h s is ha I o ld consider he s ar of ji-ji-feng in Er Huang. I did not
include m. 94 in the graphic as it is rhythmically identical to m. 95 and in the interest of keeping each set of
selected measures brief.
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rhythmic contrast is an influence of Messiaen. Thus, these fast rhythms show the
influence of Messiaen in rhythmic activity contrasting with long durations while also
being an iconic feature of Beijing Opera. The rapid sextuplets of the previous section are
then slowed, quieted, and smoothed into the pentatonic scales that were shown in both the
latter half of Figure 19 (Rhythmic Contrast) and Figure 12 (Modalism in Er Huang).
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Figure 21: Ji-ji-feng in Er Huang, Various Measures

Conclusion
In conclusion, in Er Huang, Qigang Chen synthesizes motivic, harmonic, and
rhythmic characteristics from the practices of Olivier Messiaen with theory and practices
from his own Chinese background. The structure of Er Huang comes from the tradition
of banqiang, or metrical-melisma form. As the melody grows using conventions of
banqiang such as melodic interpolation and augmentation, Chen adjusts this tradition
with Messiaen-like uses of motivic recycling and transformation as well as Messiaen s
practice of irregular augmentation. Par s of Chen s Er Huang are harmonically modal.
The manner in which Chen uses that modalism blends the shifting modalism of Messiaen
with the Chinese conventions of gong shift and bian sheng (changed notes). Finally,
Chen merges the rhythmic influences of Messiaen and Beijing Opera. As Chen
approaches climax of Er Huang, he creates tension and drama using the luogu dianzi
(percussion classic), ji-ji-feng. He contrasts the rhythmic activity of ji-ji-feng with long
durations, an influence of Messiaen.
Each of these elements blend together to create a unique and beautiful voice in Er
Huang. Chen brilliantly overlaps and combines traditions that on the surface might seem
incompatible. My hope is that this paper will help the reader to better appreciate the
bea if l so nds of Qigang Chen s work for piano and orchestra, Er Huang.
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Appendi : Me iaen Mode of Limi ed Tran po i ion
Messiaen s Modes of Limi ed Transposition (Volker 2020).
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